ГРАФІК РОБОТИ СЕМІНАРУ

1 ЛИСТОПАДА 2012 (АУД. 330)

11.00 -12.00 ПЛЕНАРНЕ ЗАСІДАННЯ

Привітання декана філософського факультету проф. Конверського А.Є.

Professor Reidar Krummradt Lie, Head of Department of Philosophy, Bergen University, Norway
PHILOSOPHY IN BERGEN AND POSSIBILITIES FOR COLLABORATION WITH KIEV

12.00-14.40 НАУКОВІ ДОПОВІДІ

Professor Surovtsev Valeriy, Department of Philosophy, National Research Tomsk State University
B. RUSSELL AND F.P. RAMSEY ON INFINITY AND WITTGENSTENIAN NOTION OF TAUTOLOGY

Ass. Prof. Falch Rune, Researcher of Wittgenstein Archives at the University of Bergen, Norway;
Ass. Prof. Alois Pichler, Head of Wittgenstein Archives at the University of Bergen, Norway
OPEN ACCESS TO WITTGENSTEIN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCES

Ass. Prof. Munz Volker, Department of Philosophy, Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt, General Secretary of
Austrian Ludwig Wittgenstein Society, Austria
ON EDITING SECONDARY SOURCES

Kozik Yuriy, student of Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
WITTGENSTEIN IN POST-SOVIET AREA: PAST AND NOW

14.40-16.00 ПЕРЕРВА
16.00-18.00 НАУКОВІ ДОПОВІДІ

Ass. Prof. Iagodzinskyi Sergey, Department of Philosophy, National Aviation University, Kyiv
“LANGUAGE-GAME” IN SOCIAL NETWORKS’ SPACE

Ass. Prof. Ten’kova Ludmila, Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
LANGUAGE GAMES, DISCOURSE AND THE INDOCTRINATION PARADOX

Ass. Prof. Laktionova Anna, Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
WITTGENSTEIN AND HAACK ON JUSTIFICATION
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11.00-14.40 НАУКОВІ ДОПОВІДІ

Professor Simo Saatela, Department of Philosophy, University of Bergen; member of the board of the Nordic Wittgenstein Society, Norway
WITTGENSTEIN’S CONCEPTION OF PHILOSOPHY AND PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS

Professor Nikonenko Sergey, Department of Philosophy, Saint Petersburg State University, Russia
LATER WITTGENSTEIN’S ANTI-REALISM

Petick Yaroslav, student of Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
VASILIEV ON WITTGENSTEIN

Kutsenko-Lada Galina, researcher, G.S. Kostiuk Institute of Psychology at the National Academy of Pedagogical Science of Ukraine
IMPORTANCE OF L.WITTGENSTEIN’S CONCEPT OF “PICTURE OF THE WORLD” FOR CONTEMPORARY PSYCHOLOGY

Mohammad Hosein Mirmohamadi, post-graduate student, Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
HOW PHILOSOPHY OF WITTGENSTEIN HELPS THE PARADIGM SHIFT IN IRANIAN PHILOSOPHY

14.20-16.00 ПЕРЕРВА
16.00-18.00 НАУКОВІ ДОПОВІДІ

Yarmolitzka Nataliya, researcher, Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWS OF LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN

Zakharchenko Mariia, post-graduate student, Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
CRITICAL RECEPTION OF LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN’S IDEAS THROUGH THE PERSPECTIVE OF COMMUNICATIVE PHILOSOPHY

Professor Rohozha Maria, Department of History and Documentary Studies, National Aviation University, Kyiv
IS ETHICS POSSIBLE AS A SCIENCE? (ARGUMENTS OF L. WITTGENSTEIN AND O. DROBNITSKY)

Viktoriya Moskalyk, researcher, Faculty of Philosophy, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
L. WITTGENSTEIN: THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE RESEARCH SUBJECT